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Article abstract
In the brief fifteen-year period between the outbreak of World War I and the
onset of the Depression a significant number of agricultural labourers stood
accused in western Canadian criminal courts for raping, indecently assaulting,
or seducing farm women or their daughters. These “hired hand” cases provide
an opportunity to explore how considerations of class, ethnicity, and gender
shaped both the nature of sexual conflict and violence during the settlement
period and the meanings that western Canadians attached to it. Cases of gender
and class conflict between farm hands and farm women belied Utopian visions
of the West that depicted the region as a land that was free of the class and
gender restraints that typified the Old World. Sex crime prosecutions served as
a means for the criminal courts and farm families to identify and punish men
and women, who, for complex reasons, did not share the values or live up to
the ideals of the emerging capitalistic society.
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